Infrastructure Protection Gateway

Events and Incidents Tracker
The Events and Incidents Tracker is a Web-based planning and management capability used by homeland security
professionals at all levels of government to enhance steady state, special event, and domestic incident support
capabilities at the national, regional, State, local, tribal, and territorial levels.
Using a risk-based approach, this capability integrates security and resilience
data from facilities’ security surveys and vulnerability assessments so that users
can view key characteristics of facilities within their area of responsibility. The
capability also enables users to enter and view consequence data for facilities
and to identify and assign dependent and interdependent assets. All this data is
organized by the capability to enable users to make decisions regarding the
impact of various emergencies and to prioritize their planning, protection,
mitigation, response, and recovery efforts.
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In addition, the capability allows users to input upcoming special events that
will impact the security status of critical infrastructure related to an event. By
inputting threat scenarios and security survey information in advance, users can
analyze risk related to primary or secondary venues, supporting facilities, and
dependent and interdependent lifeline infrastructures. This allows decisionmakers to quickly understand the risks to critical infrastructure and aids in the
prioritization of efforts in case of an unforeseen emergency incident or
increased threat. In the event of an incident, users can enter and share facility
status information to support situational awareness, response efforts, and
recovery prioritization.

Source: U.S. Department of Homeland Security

Features
The Events and Incidents Tracker provides users with a powerful range of abilities and actions to assist in asset
protection and incident response. Functional highlights include:
•
•
•
•

Multiple levels of information, from broad systems analysis to facility-specific details;
Dependencies and consequence analysis with cascading impacts across infrastructure systems;
Advanced planning scenario development to anticipate potential issues and develop response plans for
various types of threats; and
Risk-based asset prioritization to allocate resources to key, critical locations.

Contact Us
Learn how the IP Gateway can support your organization’s homeland security efforts by contacting the IP Gateway
Help Desk at IPGateway@hq.dhs.gov or 1-866-844-8163.
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